RON TITE, SCOTT KAVANAGH AND CHRISTOPHER NOVAIS

Everyone’s an Artist
How Creativity Gives You the Edge in Everything You Do

Discover what the greatest minds already know.

Creativity and creative thinking are at the heart of scientific and medical advances, social and political improvement, and personal achievement and satisfaction. Connection, communication, imagination and originality are just as important as our ability to calculate and code.

The notion that everyone should be an artist doesn’t mean we all have to turn a slab of marble into the next Venus de Milo. (Where would we put all those statues anyhow?) But we can nurture any inherent spark we do have by doing what artists do. In Everyone’s an Artist, you’ll discover how artists’ habits, attitudes and behaviours can help you foster your own creativity, innovation, communication and problem solving. And you’ll learn how these artists’ tools can help you to achieve your goals, develop something new or be successful in your professional and personal life. In other words, you’ll learn how you can think like an artist.
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RON TITE is the president of The Tite Group, a content marketing agency based in Toronto. Ron speaks at over forty events every year and hosts The Art Of conferences across Canada.

SCOTT KAVANAGH and CHRISTOPHER NOVAIS are co-founders of The Art Of, which is a leading media, training and events company. Its national conferences, magazine and online content are expertly curated to bring together insights from the world’s most prominent business leaders, internationally renowned speakers and bestselling authors, including Jack Welch, Malcolm Gladwell, General Colin Powell, Seth Godin and Arianna Huffington.
Simon Donato

Boundless

“In the end, these people helped me realize that Boundless was more than a job; it was metaphor for life. It came down to one simple, daily decision—do I stand still or move forward?”

Filming the hit television series Boundless, Simon Donato has raced thousands human-powered kilometres across the globe—from the frigid tundra of Iceland to the searing heat of the Sahara, journeys that strip away the regular trappings of life and pit us against ourselves and the natural world. There are no modern conveniences to lean on as crutches, and every metre gained is earned through both physical and mental effort.

In his compelling first book, Donato details the quest for adventure and the opportunities to test ourselves in a very primal way—in ways that we aren’t able to in our lives very much anymore. Describing the key moments and adventures that put him on the path to Boundless, Simon takes you on an adventure-filled journey around the globe and shows how you can apply his lessons and experience to your everyday life.
SHAUGHNESSY BISHOP-STALL

Hungover
A History of the Morning After and One Man’s Quest for the Cure

As long as there have been hangovers, there have been attempts to get rid of them. The ancient Romans ate owl eggs; the Mongolians, sheep eyes; and the Syrians ground up sparrow beaks. To this day, despite convenience shelves full of mass marketed elixirs, the true antidote still eludes us. In Hungover, acclaimed journalist, novelist and witty raconteur Shaughnessy Bishop-Stall explores what happens to our bodies when we over imbibe and all the ways, over time and through cultures, we’ve tried to fix it. He delves into the infamous consequences of those rough mornings, drawing on the experiences of the greats of the past—from Noah to Churchill to pitcher David Wells—and reveals his own personal quest to find relief.

Hungover is an irresistible blend of culture, history, science, philosophy, and mischievous humour. It will be, like its author, a little bit bad, but in a good way. It will be unique, enlightening and entertaining—full of surprising anecdotes, stories of epic struggle, little-known facts and questionable advice. And it will include the author’s own epic morning-after tale, The Accidental Sombrero. Part Simon Winchester, part Joshua Foer, part A.J. Jacobs, and all Bishop-Stall, Hungover is both a lamentation and a celebration of a very human experience.
DAVE ATWELL AND JERRY LANGTON

The Hard Way Out
My Life with the Hells Angels and Why I Turned Against Them

Dave Atwell was a regular suburban kid who rose to the heights of society as a personal security specialist, before getting involved with some of the country’s most notorious gangsters as a member of first the Para-Dice Riders and then the Hells Angels. He was sergeant at arms for Toronto’s notorious downtown chapter of the Hells Angels, and he saw it all: the drug trafficking, the violence and the structure of the organization. His involvement with the gang cost him his career in personal security, and then it threatened to cost him everything.

Atwell opted to work with the police, becoming the highest-ranking Hells Angel in history to cooperate with law enforcement. Wearing the gang’s colours as a soldier among the men who called him a brother, he risked his life providing valuable information aimed at taking down the club. In The Hard Way Out, Atwell retraces his days living a dual life as biker and informant, surrounded by major drug trafficking and the violent, paranoid and increasing suspicious bikers who stood to lose their livelihoods and potentially their freedom unless they found the rat they knew was hidden in their midst. Written by bestselling crime author Jerry Langton, this is a high-octane true story that will have you on the edge of your seat.
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DILLON HILLIER AND RUSSELL HILLIER

One Soldier
A Canadian Soldier’s Fight Against the Islamic State

In the spirit of *American Sniper*, the gut-wrenching, in-the-trenches story of Canada’s first volunteer in the fight against ISIS.

Dillon Hillier, a corporal with the Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry, returned home from a tour in Afghanistan and started up a normal life. But when ISIS insurgents began attacking local populations in Iraq and elsewhere, Hillier, a long-time soldier, felt he had to join in the action. He sold his truck, lied to his parents about where he was going and became the first Canadian to volunteer to fight ISIS in Iraq.

For three months, Dillon accompanied the Kurdish army as it fought a series of battles against the Islamic State throughout northern Iraq. During his mission, Dillon saw fierce combat, experienced life in the dusty trenches, partnered with a former US Marine, had a bounty placed on his head and learned some important truths: that in the chaos of war, the difference between life and death is measured in inches, and that some things can never be forgotten.
MARK BOURRIE

The Killing Game
Martyrdom, Murder and the Lure of ISIS

On January 21, 2015, a pro-ISIS Twitter account reported that John Maguire, a 23-year-old university drop-out from the Ottawa Valley town of Kemptville, had been killed fighting Kurds in the Syrian city of Kobani. A few weeks before, Maguire had starred in a YouTube video threatening Canada for bombing ISIS forces in Iraq. Just a week later, Dillon Hillier, a 26-year-old former Canadian army soldier and son of a Conservative politician, returned to his parents’ home near Ottawa after fighting in the Middle East. He had joined the Kurdish soldiers fighting ISIS and probably fought in the battle where Maguire had joined.

The Killing Game examines the lives of these two men, framed by the war that lured them from comfortable, ordinary surroundings. It looks at the psychology of young men and women today and the propaganda used by all sides in the Middle East conflicts, as well as the security laws and the political initiatives that have been designed to stop radicalization.

From the irresistible lure of Marxist-Leninism of the 1930s through the ’60s and ’70s, and including the appeal of Nazism to young Germans in the 1930s, The Killing Game also investigates what it is that draws young people to join and fight for causes as different as the Spanish Civil War of the 1930s and the Red Brigades of the 1970s, but with an emphasis on the attraction of ISIS and radical Islam in our own time.
TREVOR COLE

The Whisky King
The Remarkable True Story of Canada’s Most Infamous Bootlegger and the Undercover Mountie on His Trail

For readers of Erik Larsson, Dean Jobbs and Charlotte Gray, a rich history of Canada’s first celebrity mobster, the King of the Bootleggers, and “Operative No. 1.,” the undercover Mountie who pursued him.

The Whisky King is the story of the fascinating rise to power of a notorious 1920s Canadian crime figure twinned with the life of the man who pursued him.

At the cusp of the twentieth century, two Italian men arrived in Canada during waves of immigration. One, Rocco Perri, from southern Italy, rose from the life of a petty criminal on the streets of Toronto to run the most prominent bootlegging operation of the Prohibition Era in central Canada, taking over Hamilton and leading one of the region’s most influential crime families. Perri was feared by his enemies and loved by the press, who featured him regularly in splashy front-page headlines.

Perri’s businesses—which included alcohol, drugs, extortion and prostitution—kept him under constant police surveillance. He caught the interest of one man in particular, the other arrival from Italy, Frank Zaneth. Zaneth, who joined the RCMP and became its first undercover operative, was dogged in his pursuit of Rocco Perri, up until the day Perri was last seen in 1944, when he disappeared without a trace.

TREVOR COLE is an award-winning journalist and novelist. His journalism has garnered him twenty-five National Magazine Award nominations, of which he has won nine. His novels, which include most recently Hope Makes Love, have twice been shortlisted for the Governor General’s Award for Fiction, been shortlisted for the Rogers Writers Trust Fiction Prize and the Commonwealth Prize for Best First Book, and won the Stephen Leacock Medal for Humour.
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TRACEY LINDBERG

Birdie

Finalist for CBC Canada Reads 2016
Finalist for the Kobo Emerging Writer Prize
Finalist for the Georges Bugnet Award for Fiction


“A powerful debut novel…. [Lindberg] incorporates elements of Cree folklore and oral tradition into the narrative, adding a layer of richness and mythic resonance.” —Toronto Star

“This is a gritty, articulate, beautifully written novel. . . . Lindberg is a powerful new voice on the literary landscape and on the road to decolonization.” —Maria Campbell, award-winning author of Halfbreed

Birdie is a darkly comic and moving novel, informed by the lore and knowledge of Cree traditions. Following a personal tragedy, Bernice Meetoos, a Cree woman, leaves her home in Northern Alberta on something of a vision quest, seeking to understand the messages coming to her in her dreams. The answers she finds are far from the ones she expected.

With the arrival of her Auntie Val and her cousin Skinny Frieda, Bernice finds the strength to face the past and to draw from her dreams the lessons she was never fully taught in life. Part road trip, dream quest and travelogue, Birdie explores the universality of women’s experience, beyond culture or race.
AYELET TSABARI

The Best Place on Earth

Winner of the 2015 Sami Rohr Prize for Jewish Literature

A riveting collection that illuminates the tenuous connections between cultures, between generations, and across the gulf of transformation and loss

Confident, original and humane, the stories in The Best Place on Earth are peopled with characters at the crossroads of nationalities, religions and communities: expatriates, travellers, immigrants and locals.

In the powerfully affecting opening story, “Tikkun,” a chance meeting between a man and his former lover carries them through near tragedy and into unexpected peace. “Casualties” takes us into the military—a world every Israeli knows all too well—with a brusque, sexy young female soldier who forges medical leave forms to make ends meet.

Poets, soldiers, siblings and dissenters, the protagonists here are mostly Israelis of Mizrahi background (Jews of Middle Eastern and North African descent), whose stories have rarely been told in literature. In illustrating the lives of those whose identities swing from fiercely patriotic to powerfully global, Ayelet Tsabari explores Israeli history even as she reveals the universality of war, love, heartbreak and hope.
JUSTIN TRUDEAU
Common Ground

In October 2015, Justin Trudeau led the Liberal Party of Canada to a stunning election victory. Campaigning on the principles of hope and hard work, Trudeau took the Liberals from 34 seats in 2011 to 184 seats and a majority government in an unprecedented electoral reversal. Canadians responded to his inclusive and optimistic vision of the country and returned him to 24 Sussex Drive not as the son of a prime minister but as the twenty-third prime minister of Canada.

Since becoming Canada’s Prime Minister, Justin Trudeau has been the subject of extensive international media, including the New York Times, and Vogue magazine. He attended the United Nations Climate Change conference in Paris, the APEC Summit in the Philippines, and the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, where he addressed the gathering of world leaders and celebrities with a speech on “The Canadian Opportunity”.

In Common Ground, Justin Trudeau reveals how the events of his life have influenced him and formed the ideals that drive him today. We come to understand how Trudeau found his own voice and solidified his understanding of Canada’s strengths and promise as a nation. But mostly, Trudeau shares with readers his belief that Canada is a country made strong by its diversity, not in spite of it, and that our greatest potential lies in finding what unites us and in building on a sense of shared purpose—our common hopes and dreams—and in coming together on common ground.
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ROBERT WRIGHT

Trudeau Mania

Nearly twenty years after his death and more than thirty since his retirement from active politics, Pierre Elliott Trudeau still holds court in the minds of many, and today his son Justin now lives at 24 Sussex Drive: his own man, but still another Trudeau holding Canada’s highest office.

Trudeau Mania is about Pierre Trudeau’s rise to power in 1968. This is a story we thought we knew—the epic saga of the hipster Montrealer who drove up to Ottawa in his Mercedes in 1965, wowed the country with his dictum that “the state has no business in the bedrooms of the nation,” rocked the new medium of television like no one since JFK, and in scant months rode the crest of Canadians’ Centennial-era euphoria into power. This is Canada’s own Camelot myth. It embodies the quirkiness, the passion and the youthful exuberance we ascribe to the 1960s even now.

Many of us cherish it. Unfortunately, it is almost entirely wrong. In 1968 Trudeau put forward his vision for Canada’s second century, without guile, without dissembling and without a hard sell. Take it or leave it, he told Canadians. If you do not like my ideas, vote for someone else. We took it.
MAX EISEN

By Chance Alone
A Remarkable True Story of Courage and Survival at Auschwitz

“Such were the overwhelming odds stacked against him, Max Eisen should not have survived. Chance, some good people, and not a little luck all played their part, but his dogged determination to overcome the lethal physical and mental onslaught is truly remarkable. It was a short trip to Auschwitz—a long road to recovery.” —Stephen D. Smith, Executive Director, USC Shoah Foundation

More than seventy years after the Nazi camps were liberated by the Allies, a new Canadian Holocaust memoir details the rural Hungarian deportations to Auschwitz-Birkenau, back-breaking slave labour in Auschwitz, the infamous “death march” of January 1945, the painful aftermath of liberation, and a journey of physical and psychological healing.

Tibor “Max” Eisen was born in Moldava, Czechoslovakia, into an Orthodox Jewish family. In the spring of 1944, gendarmes forcibly removed Max and his family from their home. At fifteen years of age, he survived the selection process at Auschwitz-Birkenau and was inducted into the camp as a slave labourer.

After his liberation and new obstacles in Communist Czechoslovakia, Eisen immigrated to Canada in 1949, where he has dedicated the last twenty-two years of his life to educating people across Canada and around the world about the Holocaust.

MAX EISEN was deported to Auschwitz in the spring of 1944. He is a passionate speaker and educator who volunteers at the Sarah and Chaim Neuberger Holocaust Education Centre, participates in the annual March of the Living event, and lectures for the Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Centre of Canada on their annual From Compassion to Action mission to Auschwitz. He currently resides in Toronto with his wife, Ivy.
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MARGARET FISHBACK POWERS

Footprints 50th Anniversary Treasury

“When you saw only one set of footprints, it was then that I carried you.”

Inspired by a walk on a beach fifty years ago, “Footprints” has since become a treasured poem bringing comfort and courage to countless people all over the world.

To mark this outstanding milestone, Margaret Fishback Powers gives us a stunning collection of stories, Scripture, and memories that reflect the themes of her poem. In honour of its fiftieth anniversary, Margaret has gathered more than fifty stories—never before published—that celebrate compassion and kindness, courage and strength, hope and faith, and gratitude and friendship. As she explains in the book’s introduction, “Some of these stories are about life-changing experiences, while others tell of small, everyday kindnesses that make a lasting impression. Some stories will bring a tear to the eye; others, a smile to the face.”

The Footprints 50th Anniversary Treasury is a beautiful collection of writing and reflections that remind us why this poem continues to inspire people of all ages and backgrounds.
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ROBIN SHARMA

The Secret Letters of the Monk Who Sold His Ferrari

“Robin Sharma’s books are helping people around the world live great lives.”—Paulo Coelho, author of The Alchemist

From one of the most widely read authors in the world comes a story of breathtaking power and dazzling suspense about what it means to be fully alive.

Jonathan Landry is a man in trouble. After a bizarre encounter with his lost cousin Julian Mantle—a former high-powered courtroom lawyer who suddenly vanished into the Himalayas—Jonathan is compelled to travel across the planet to collect the life-saving letters that carry the extraordinary secrets that Julian discovered.

On a remarkable journey that includes visits to the sensual tango halls of Buenos Aires, the haunting catacombs of Paris, the gleaming towers of Shanghai and the mystical deserts of Sedona, The Secret Letters of the Monk Who Sold His Ferrari reveals astounding insights on reclaiming your personal power, being true to yourself and fearlessly living your dreams.
DR. JACK NEWMAN AND TERESA PITMAN

*Dr. Jack Newman’s Guide to Breastfeeding: Revised Edition*

A fully revised and updated version of the #1 bestselling guide to breastfeeding, from Canada’s world-renowned expert, Dr. Jack Newman

Breastfeeding is the natural and healthy way to nourish your baby, yet it’s not always easy. New mothers need practical information about getting off to a good start and solving breastfeeding challenges. Health professionals need this information too, because medical school rarely covers this topic. But *Dr. Jack Newman’s Guide to Breastfeeding* covers the most common problems and questions that mothers encounter:

- How do I help my baby get a good latch?
- How can I know if my baby is getting enough milk? How can I help him get more?
- Can I avoid sore nipples?
- Will my medication affect my baby?
- How do I fit breastfeeding into my life when I’m already so busy?

The answers are here.
DENNIS LEE
WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY
DUŠAN PETRIČIĆ

Zoomberry

“Zoomberry, zoomberry, zoomberry pie:
Zoomberry, zoomberry, now I can fly.”

Who hasn’t dreamed of flying? In this enchanting story poem by Canada’s Father Goose, a grumpy wizard shares his secret spell for taking flight.

Based on Dennis Lee’s poem “The Wizard,” from his acclaimed collection Melvis and Elvis, and beautifully illustrated by award-winning illustrator Dušan Petričić, Zoomberry is an magical bedtime adventure that will take readers soaring through nighttime skies.

DENNIS LEE, Toronto’s first poet laureate and song lyricist for Fraggle Rock, is the author of such enduringly popular children’s collections as Alligator Pie, Garbage Delight, Jelly Belly, Bubblegum Delicious and The Ice Cream Store. He has received many honours, including the Vicky Metcalf Award for his body of work, and is also an acclaimed poet for adults. His poetry is anthologized and read around the world. He lives in Toronto. Web: DennisLee.ca

DUŠAN PETRIČIĆ has received numerous honors and awards for his work, in North America and internationally, including an IBBY Certificate of Honour for On Tumbledown Hill, the Amelia Frances Howard-Gibbon Illustrator’s Award, the Marilyn Baillie Picture Book Award for Mattland, and the TD Canadian Children’s Literature Award for The Man With The Violin. Dušan was born in Belgrade, Yugoslavia, and now lives in Toronto where he is a regular contributor as an editorial cartoonist in the Toronto Star.
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DENNIS LEE
WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY
JEREMY TANKARD

Melvis and Elvis

MELVIS AND ELVIS has been optioned for TV by Breakthrough Entertainment, teaming with Wexworks Media to produce a globally distributed animated series.

“Fans of children’s poetry have reason to rejoice . . . Lee’s poems alone would make this book a must-read, but the bold and exuberant color illustrations by Jeremy Tankard put it completely over the top. Tankard’s paintings are so beautiful, you may just want to slice them out and frame them to decorate your child’s room or school library.” —Kenn Nesbitt, Children’s Poet Laureate of the U.S.

Dennis Lee is back with a lively new collection that will delight fans of his classic children’s poetry, including the perennial bestseller Alligator Pie. From noisy daytime chants to soothing bedtime verses, this irresistible medley of story poems, schoolyard rhymes, and pure nonsense is vividly captured in whimsical and energetic art by celebrated illustrator Jeremy Tankard.

DENNIS LEE, Toronto’s first Poet Laureate and song lyricist for Fraggle Rock, is the author of enduringly popular children’s collections such as Alligator Pie, Garbage Delight, Jelly Belly, Bubblegum Delicious and The Ice Cream Store. He has received many honours, including the Vicky Metcalf Award for his body of work, and is also an acclaimed poet for adults. WEB: DennisLee.ca

JEREMY TANKARD was born in Cape Town, South Africa, but left at the age of five for a new life in the United States and then Canada. His picture books—including Grumpy Bird, Boo Hoo Bird, Me Hungry!, Piggy Bunny, It’s a Tiger!, and Here Comes Destructosaurus!—are hugely popular and widely acclaimed. WEB: JeremyTankard.com
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